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• Mission Overview 
• Sensor / Spacecraft Description
• Major Accomplishments and Highlights of Flight Operations and Remote Sensing Observations
– Rapid Lasercom Alignment
– Stellar Calibration of IR payload
– Flare Observations
– Stereo Earth Background / Cloud Observations
– Weather Observation Highlight – Hurricane Sally
– Rocket Observations – Falcon 9, Soyuz
• Summary
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• Rapid prototyping demonstration to deploy a remote sensing capability in 
LEO (Goal: 18 months from “go”)
• LEO CONOPS & Calibration Research & Evaluation
• Commanding/Tasking/Data Management (pointing modes, frame rate, 
agile sensor tasking, multi-satellite CONOPS)
• Utility of 1.4 µm SWIR Spectral Band
• Validate & evaluate sensor performance (backgrounds, different 
collection modes & solar conditions, rockets, flares, fires, weather 
phenomenon)
• Data Collection for Algorithm Development
• Data processing, data pipeline, data fusion
Rogue-a,b Overview
AeroCube heritage (bus, ACS, advanced star tracker, Lasercom), uncooled IR sensor
Objectives
Milestones
• 2 Identical 3U CubeSats
• 460-km orbit, 52° inclination, ~ 30° FOV (diagonal)
• < 5 kg per satellite
• FLIR InGaAs SWIR camera with a 1.4-micron filter and custom optics, 
plus VIS context camera
• RF command/telemetry & low-bandwidth mission data download, 
Lasercom for high-bandwidth download (~200 Mbps)
• Bus uses Aerocube heritage design, maximized COTS parts usage
Description
1 May 2018 ”Go” Decision
18 Sep 2019 Two satellites delivered (~17 months)
2 Nov 2019 Launched on Cygnus NG-12
14 Jan 2020 Boost and Deployment
9 Feb 2020 (a), 11 Feb 2020 (b) First light
10 Mar – 25 Jun 2020 Laser alignment / RadCal/Metric star observations 
May 2020 Multi-frame observations begin / stereo obs.
Aug 2020 Metric/radiometric pipeline completed
Sept 2020 - present Successful lasercom begins, longer collections
ACS Attitude Control Subsystem
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Rogue Sensor Overview & Spacecraft Architecture
Rogue-a,b sensors on an agile 3-axis stabilized bus can take backgrounds and target data from LEO in scenarios relevant 
for future pLEO constellations. Examples will show stereo, wide area horizon-pointed, point-and-stare near nadir
Camera / 
Payload Parameter SWIR VIS
Lens F# 2.77 2
Focal Length (mm) 25 12
Pixel Pitch (µm) 15 1.67
FPA Dimension (pixels, bits) 640x512, 14 3840x2748, 12
Altitude (km) 460 460
Nadir Pointed GSD (m) 276 256, 128, or 64*
Nadir Pointed Swath (km) 177x141 247x180
FOV (degrees) 21.7x17.5 30.1x21.8
IFOV (mrad) 0.60 0.56, 0.28, 0.14*
Spectral Bandpass (µm) 1.425 ± 0.025
0.4 – 0.8 (approx. 
panchromatic 
band)
SWIR primary payload is a 640x512 pixel FLIR 14-bit InGaAs camera equipped with a 1.4-micron filter and a custom 
Aerospace-designed athermal optic. VIS context camera is an On Semi 12-bit 10Mpix camera with a COTS lens
*VIS camera pixels are coadded 4x4 in std. ops. mode with higher
resolution options when desired.
Compact avionics and lasercom leave 1.5 U for payloads
Rogue-a,b Sensor Payload Parameters Spacecraft Architecture
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LEO CONOPS Research & Evaluation
Flying in LEO poses unique challenges for mission planning & tasking
Lessons learned for future LEO missions
• Experiment planning & tasking successfully executed
– Accomplished through automated planning tools 
(SOAP, Python, target tables, launch trajectories)
– Examples of completed experiments:
• Single & multi-satellite observations, using various pointing modes 
(e.g. along-track horizon, sideways, point and stare)
• Launch observations
– Interplay between star tracker, sun, bright Earth, and mission sensor tasking important 
to ensure accurate LEO pointing
• Exercised varying framerates, integration times to understand challenges of LEO data collections
– 1 Hz collection rate proved sufficient for ATH target detection and effective for data fusion
– 1 Hz and 20 Hz frame rates being studied to better understand LEO
background processing
• 200 Mbps Lasercom was a critical mission enabler, SDR RF link used for 
telemetry and backup data download functionality
– Single lasercom station in El Segundo, planned expansion will increase 
data throughput and increase collections. Novel Sat-to-Sat laser alignment worked
• CubeSat data management store and forward architecture worked 
as designed
– Data management sufficient for Rogue-a,b data collection cadences
Generate SOAP File (using 
Target List and TLE)
Create Videos and Images 
of AC15’s Flight Path
Specify Flight Mode and 
Run SOAP
Model Upcoming Launch 
Opportunities
CSV File Containing 
Opportunities
Example: Basra point & stare
SOAP 
Visualization
Mission Planning & Tasking Flow
SOAP Satellite Orbit Analysis Program
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Utility of 1.4 μm SWIR Band
Validate & evaluate Rogue sensor performance
SWIR band performed as-designed, ”bright target capable”, sufficient for background data collection, more 
discoveries possible
• Rationale: 1.4µm band selected to enable use of uncooled, thermoelectrically stabilized 
COTS IR sensor
– Near IR/SWIR water overtone band (1.425 ± 0.025µm)
– Studies suggested utility for bright rocket target detection at altitude w/ some dim target capability
– Red edge designed to preserve some see-to-ground capability, e.g. low altitude rockets, gas flares, fires
• Initial ground emission source models validated
– Bright gas flares were first IR targets studied.  Observations closely matched models
– Fire hotspots were also detectable but this band isn’t optimized for see-to-ground sensitivity
– Cloud brightness greater than expected from MODTRAN models
• Maybe observations were of some very high clouds, but more work is needed to fully 
understand this
• Effort will be aided by data taken jointly with VIIRS and other sensors – analysis pending
• Two successful ATH observations of KER/LOX rocket upper stage emissions
– Falcon 9 & Soyuz ST-A above-the-horizon observations (ATH)
• Looking for more opportunities, esp. lower altitude “in the atmosphere” bright targets
– Proved detection of dimmer targets above the horizon - interesting CONOPS and 
sensor lessons for future systems
Ground Target Observations
Middle East Gas Flares
Background Characterization
Cloud Scenes over Yellow Sea
Target Detection
Falcon 9 Launch Event
MODTRAN MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANsmission
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Data Collection for Algorithm Development
Data processing, data pipeline, data fusion
Multiple Aerospace teams collaborated to produce useful data sets and case studies for studying LEO 
backgrounds and target detection. Data are ready to be shared with outside research groups, through TAP Lab
• Data processing pipeline
– Processed all successful data sets from L0 (raw) to 
L1(corrected counts) to L2 (geo-registered)
• Formats include HDF5 files for use in TAP lab and elsewhere
– Calibration report allows users to convert from corrected counts 
to radiometric units
• Multiple types of data sets collected
– Background scenes taken in multiple collection modes, 
frame rates, optimized integration times
– Day / Night IR static source targets collected, flares, fires, 
volcanic activity, Weather  events
– Selected data sets taken in conjunction with other sensors 
(e.g. weather sensors, NIRAC)
– Rocket plumes – Falcon, Soyuz upper stages, looking for
below the horizon launch observation opportunities
• Algorithm work and detailed exploitation just getting started
– Multiple research groups, multiple algorithm approaches
– Research to embed targets in scenes also underway to add to utility of LEO datasets






Lasercom – Novel satellite-to-satellite alignment technique utilized 
Large data volume downlink enabled by compact laser communication transmitter
• Laser communications downlink at 200 Mb/s has enabled large payload data downlink
– 2.5 Gigabytes downlinked in a single laser communication pass
• Single optical ground station in El Segundo, CA initially had limited link opportunities due 
to weather, orbital coverage.  
• Lasers were aligned in space using 1064nm sensitive star sensors saving months of 
ops. time and need for on-site staff. Remotely operated stations planned for deployment 







Space to Space Laser Alignment Spiral  Scan
Space Meas.
Laser signal detected on-orbit
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Stellar Calibration Approach - Example Results
Rogue a,b satellites were calibrated using two bright stars in a manner pioneered by Aerospace for other programs
Technique for exploiting bright IR stars will be useful for future smallsat programs. Calibration from these two 
different stars agreed to better than 3%, an excellent result. Details in an upcoming 2021 CALCON presentation.
• Dithered frames, aperture photometry, exp. time sweeps for all gains, modeled spectral energy distributions tied to ground-based observations
• DN/ms fits to data (and errors) shown in plots, Same analysis methodology used on two very bright IR stars.
Star Rogue-a SWIR gain1 
(DN/ms)
Rogue-b SWIR gain 1 
(DN/ms)
Alpha Ori 7.19 x 10-7 W-cm-2-sr-1 6.56 x 10-7 W-cm-2-sr-1
Alpha Sco 7.01 x 10-7 W-cm-2-sr-1 6.40 x 10-7 W-cm-2-sr-1
Space measurements of characterized standard stars, 
Ground characterization of sensor, used to
calculate. conversion from DN/s-1 to W-cm-2-sr-1
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Daytime observation of bright gas flares on Iraq/Iran border
Rogue Beta 2020 Jun 15 @ 14:14:10.29, VIS gain 1 0.5ms, 2020 Jun 15 @ 14:14:10.53 SWIR gain 1, 20ms, point-and-stare-imaging
Aperture photometry applied to symmetric flare emission sources. Near-nadir gas flare intensities agree reasonably with 
preflight modeling based on VIIRS pyrometry. Visible context camera sees no flares, only ground features
VIS SWIR
Regional map of gas flares from VIIRS (see Elvidge 
et. al. .“VIIRS nightfire: Satellite pyrometry at 






Stellar calibration results applied to 
observations of very large gas flare 
infrared emission sources. Rumaila 
gas oil separation plant flares are 
among the world’s largest.
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Two satellite “cued” collection of gas flares on the Iraq/Iran border
Rogue Alpha 2020 Dec 25 @ 11:11:31.0 - 11:14:51.44 (200 SWIR frames (gain1 5msec), 5 VIS frames (gain1, 0.2msec 4x4) horizon-pointed
Rogue Beta 2020 Dec 25 @ 11:21:15.01 - 11:24:35.45 (200 SWIR frames (gain1 10msec), 5 VIS frames (gain1 0.5msec 4x4) point & stare
Rogue Alpha detects flares in backwards horizon pointed mode. Beta follows with a point-and-stare detection of flares
We have executed a 20hz follow up experiment to study the utility of higher frame rates for target detection
Alpha VIS Alpha SWIR Beta VIS Beta SWIR
SWIR static source detection 
at fm. 123 in “aft horizon-
pointed mode”
SWIR detects many flares via
“point-and-track” with trailing satellite
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LEO backgrounds collects – Persian Gulf Stereo
200-1200 frame collects over areas with diverse weather and cloud backgrounds
Simultaneous Persian Gulf single frames from both satellites: VIS and SWIR stereo pairs (2020 Jul 26 @ 13:20:16)
Rogue Beta VIS Rogue Alpha VIS Rogue Beta SWIR Rogue Alpha SWIR
Beta looks forward and Alpha looks backwards along orbit to image 
thunderstorms and clouds over the Gulf region
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LEO backgrounds collects – Persian Gulf Stereo – IR Multi-frame Video
200-1200 frame collects over threat regions and areas with diverse cloud solar backgrounds
Simultaneous Persian Gulf single VIS frames and IR video from both satellites (1hz video duration 2020 Jul 26 @ 
13:17:36.43 to 13:20:56.44 )
Rogue Beta VIS Rogue Alpha VIS Rogue Beta SWIR Rogue Alpha SWIR
Beta looks forward and Alpha looks backwards along orbit to image thunderstorms and low clouds over the Gulf
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LEO backgrounds collects – Korea Stereo – Alpha Looking Back
AC15A_Korea01_0190_0082, 2020 Jul 30 @ 08:06:20.45, VIS gain 1, 0.2ms, 55% well fill
AC15A_Korea01_0190_0083_2020 Jul 30 @ 08:06:21.43, SWIR gain 1 3ms, L0 cloud pixels peak at 83% well fill
Alpha: Linear stretch of VIS and SWIR images across North Korea. The SWIR 1.4µm water band exhibits less clutter
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LEO backgrounds collects – Korea Stereo – Beta Looking Forward
AC15B_Korea01_0152_0082, 2020 Jul 30 @ 08:06:20.45, VIS gain 1 207µsec 75% well fill on brightest clouds (not saturated)
AC15B_Korea01_0152_0083, 2020 Jul 30 @ 08:06:22.43 SWIR gain1 3msec, peak cloud pixel 58% well fill
Beta: Linear stretch of VIS and SWIR images across North Korea. The SWIR 1.4µm water band exhibits less clutter
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2020-07-30 AC15B_Korea01
AC15B_Korea01_0152_0164, 2020 Jul 30 @ 08:07:40.44, VIS gain 1 207µsec 76% well fill on brightest clouds
AC15B_Korea01_0152_0165, 2020 Jul 30 @ 08:07:41.43, SWIR gain1 3msec, peak cloud pixel 67% well fill
Beta: Equalized log stretch of VIS and SWIR images across North Korea (Beta satellite orbits closer)
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LEO backgrounds collects – Korea Stereo
200-1200 frame collects over areas with diverse weather and cloud backgrounds
Simultaneous 3-minute video from both satellites: VIS and SWIR stereo pairs (2020 Jul 30 @ 08:05:02 – 08:08:01 UT)
Rogue Beta VIS Rogue Alpha VIS Rogue Beta SWIR Rogue Alpha SWIR
Beta looks forward and Alpha looks backwards along orbit to image storms and 







Weather Example: Hurricane Sally landfall dawn 16 Sep 2020  AL/FL border
Rogue-a Rogue-b
Alpha in port side horizon-pointed mode (8 minutes ahead of Beta satellite). Beta started in horizon-
pointed mode, then executed a simulated “tip and cue” to point at forecast eye of storm
Rogue-a,b demonstrates moderately WFOV LEO sensors’ ability to perform weather imagery and study new spectral band (Rogue 
a,b SWIR 200 frame videos – data taken at 1hz, played at 20hz)
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VIS / SWIR Side-by-Side Comparison
Last Sally SWIR frame (equalized log stretch)
SWIR preferentially sees high clouds (cirrus shield)
Last Sally VIS frame (equalized log stretch)
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Rocket Targets - Falcon 9 Block 5 | Starlink 13 Launch
18 October 2020 – 12:25:57 UT (5:25:57 PDT)
Unique above the horizon (ATH) opportunity to look at a Falcon 9 Starlink launch
• First stage liftoff out of view
• Set up as simple experiment to let 2nd stage fly through Rogue field-of-view 
pointed off the coast of North Carolina prior to 2nd stage ignition
• SWIR camera framed at 1 Hz with a 20-ms exposure time
• Target was above the horizon 
• Also observed was the very bright 1st stage entry burn just above the horizon 
(SpaceX brings 1st stage back for reuse)
• Above the horizon collection simplifies post-processing
• Below the horizon must address background clutter from cloud and surface 
effects (illustrated in next two slides)
• Additional background characterization required to confidently track objects 
below horizon
• All processing performed on ground, with manual processing techniques
• No onboard processing, no automated ground processing
Could see 2nd stage burn
after stage 2 start
Could see 1st stage entry burn
after stage 1 entry burn start
No line of sight to pad
(for video see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UM8CDDAmp98&feature=emb_logo)
Orbit “chasing” rocket
Launching NE from Cape
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Frame pair and image chips show hot IR targets and unsaturated cloud 
with subtracted shadows showing relative motion
Subtracted SWIR camera Rogue-a frames showing Stage 1& 2 burns + VIS Earth Image




Frame Pair: frame 247-243 Frame 246: visible context image
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Rogue-a Multi-frame IR Video Observation of Falcon-9 Starlink-13 Launch with track
Animated GIF: View in Slide Show Mode to Play 2nd stage tracked when bright. 1st stage retro. tracked for 18 seconds 
Particle Filter (PF) Tracking 
on Processed Data
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Soyuz Launch (2020-12-29) - Highlight of 2nd Observed Space Launch
Example frame showing Soyuz core stage with detail highlighting staging transient. VIS context imagery. Inset map shows observation
Core stage to 3rd stage transition produces bright multi-pixel flash.  Bright persistent trail detected. Analysis ongoing.
VIS Frame 164 16:46:40.50 UT




SWIR frame difference detail SWIR Frame 178-168 16:46:54.43 UT
(IR frame difference image)
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Multi-frame Video Observation of the Soyuz ST-A launch with track
Rogue-a orbiting SE over Atlantic, launch vehicle heading north, watch for “dog leg”, staging flash
(frame metric only counts SWIR frames and is 4 less then prior figure)
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Rogue 1-year Mission Summary
Rogue looking forward to another full year of operations, data sharing & strong community engagement
• Rogue Mission Objectives have been met
– Time from “authority to proceed” decision to launch < 18 months
– SWIR Spectral Band evaluated and characterized
– Wealth of experience & data collected to inform future pLEO programs (CONOPS, data management) and algorithm 
development (data processing/pipeline)
– Hard work by a dedicated team, esp. during COVID.  Many problems solved to keep data collection going
• Rogue operations in LEO have proven valuable as a testbed for future programs
– Lasercom utility
– Versatile and capable tasking/mission ops.
– Background & weather scenes (including stereo examples)
– Co-collects with other satellites
– Ability to see launch targets
• Data collection, processing & analysis efforts have yielded exciting results with potential for greater utility
– Many key activities are planned over the next 12 months (e.g. observe more launches, more diverse backgrounds)
– Engaging with weather, remote sensing communities to explore new opportunities




Hurricane Sally – Two satellites separated by 8 minutes observe storm
Alpha – port side horizon-pointed, Beta starts port side horizon-pointed, then points at eye. 6 frame pairs span observation
Satellites programmed to observe storm with trailing satellite tasked to point at forecast eye position. 2020 16 Sept 
(dawn local time over Alabama/Florida border)
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VIS camera tasked in high res. mode over Russian/Mongolian
Border region. SWIR camera and NIRAC on next slide
Weather Collects: Rogue-alpha & NIRAC (Near IR Airglow Camera) on ISS
AC15A_Nirac01_0056_0000, 2020 Oct 15 @ 06:39:58.29 – VIS, 207µsec, 1st full resolution 10Mpix image,  42192 DN on brightest pixel, 64% well fill
Russia
Mongolia




Weather Collects: Rogue SWIR 1.4µm band compared to NIRAC 1.6µm band
AC15A_Nirac01_0056_0001, 2020 Oct 15 @ 06:39:58.24 – SWIR, 3msec, DN on brightest pixel, 21% well fill
NIRAC 2020 Oct 15 06:39:41 UT, frame 4404. Single frame examples from multi-frame conjunction collect
NIRAC 1.6-micron band highlights 
clouds, snow and water are 
Absorptive ~ 80m
Both SWIR sensors highlight clouds, suppress snow
First conjunction collect – more planned to study weather ops. 
Clouds brighter in Rogue 1.4-micron 
band, snow, water highly absorptive ~ 270m
NIRAC 2K x 2K Teledyne H2RG model cryocooled HgCdTe array used 
in v. short exposure daytime mode – 80m 1.6µm band
clouds bright in 1.4 µm band, 
good contrast with snow
clouds bright in NIRAC 1.6 µm 
band, different land/snow contrast
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Weather Collects: NOAA-20 VIIRS & Rogue-alpha (two bands from each)
VIIRS data informs the performance of the Rogue 1.4µm band
Radiometrically calibrated VIIRS data will help w/ Cal/Val of Rogue 1.4 micron band 
Comparing imagery taken by from
VIIRS and Rogue-b over Istanbul,
Turkey and the Bosporus. 2021
Feb 10 11:03 UT.
A. VIIRS DNB visible imagery.
B. VIIRS M9 1.39µm cirrus band
imagery (log stretch).
C. VIIRS Rogue-b visible imagery.
D. Rogue-b 1.4µm band imagery
(log stretch). The Black Sea is
visible on the top of images A,
C and D.
Black Sea Black Sea
